Local search is mainly implemented by the reproduction and crossover operation, while global search is assured by the mutation operation in conventional genetic algorithm. In order to enhance the global search ability, three new mutation operators are proposed based on the idea that big change into small and small change into big for gene bit selected at random. The experimental verification shows that the proposed new genetic algorithms with new mutation operators are effective in seeking for the global optimal solutions.
Introduction
Conventional optimization methods suffer from the local optimality problem and request the function having good characteristic, such as differentiable, continuous etc., this limit application of many traditional optimization methods in real-world problem. Recent years, stochastic optimization techniques such as simulated annealing (SA), genetic algorithm (GA), and evolutionary algorithm (EA) have been given much attention by many researchers due to their abilities to seek for the near global optimal solution and no restrictions on the nature of the function. Therefore these methods have been used in widely fields [1] - [7] .
Here, we focus on genetic algorithm (GA) which was introduced by John Holland in early seventies as a special technique for function optimization. GA has three operators of reproduction, crossover and mutation. Reproduction is devised to inherit goodworking individuals from generation to generation. In the crossover phase, two individuals in a present population are randomly selected, and they exchange their bits for the crossing site determined by another random number. During the mutation process, every bit has an equal probability to be replaced by its complement number. In conventional genetic algorithm (CGA), local search is mainly implemented by the reproduction and crossover operation, global search is assured by the mutation operation.
The performance of CGA precedes mainly traditional optimization method in aspect of global search, but CGA suffers also premature convergence problem and expensive computing time, therefore many searchers proposed varieties method to solve these problems and have obtained an amount of achievements [8]- [12] . It is easy to see that the purpose of these methods is all centralized in three aspects, i.e., decrease computing burden, speed up convergence rate and enhance global search capability. CGA use binary code, which needs a lot of time to code and decode, some researchers proposed genetic algorithms using real numeral code to decrease computing burden. However the mutation operator is less for real-coded genetic algorithm. Common mutation operation is to create a random number, then add it to corresponding original value or use it to replaces of correspondence values in the individual.
Our idea is to seek for new mutation operators in order to increase global search capability and convergence rate. According to this idea, this paper proposes three new mutation operators, further get three new real-coded GAs, the main ideas and steps are described in section 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. For clear, Section 2 describes briefly the global minimization problem described by Xin Yao and Yong Liu [13] . The new mutation operators and the main search steps of new GAs are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental verification of the proposed new algorithms, comparing the experimental results of the conventional genetic algorithm. Finally, the conclusions and future work are given in Section 5.
Function optimization
Consider the global minimization problem described by Xin Yao and Yong Liu [13] for the purpose of development of new search algorithm. According to Yao and Liu, the problem can be formalized as a pair of real valued vectors , where is bounded set on
f needs not to be continuous but it must be bounded. The problem is to find a point min
is a global minimum on S . In other words, it is required to find an min
3. Real-coded genetic algorithm with new mutation operators
Three new mutation operators

The mutation operator I
Main effect of mutation operation is to enhance diversity of the population. In general, real-coded mutation operation is to add a random number to corresponding original value or reproduce a random number which replaces of correspondence values in the individual. These mutation operations lack of nature evolutionary foundation. In binary system genetic algorithm, the gene is represented by numeral 0 and 1. New gene changes according to 1 change into 0, and 0 change into 1. In decimal system genetic algorithm, the gene is represented by numeral 0,1,…,9, so that mutation operation should be change numeral 0,1,…,9, and the mutated gene should have biggish change with original gene. Based on the above idea, a new mutation operation that big numeral (gene) selected at random change into small one and small numeral change into big one is proposed as follows:
Let parent , the offspring is created by the mutation operation according to following step: The above mutation operator reflects the ideas of big numeral change into small and small change into big. However the new gene after mutation should be uncertain in nature, based on this idea the other two mutation operators are proposed in next section.
The mutation operator II and III
The other two new mutation operators can be defined respectively by formula (5) and (6) as follows:
is not mutation bit According to the mutation probability, the every numeral (gene) bit of the each component of the individuals is selected randomly to execute the mutation operation, i.e. the mutated numeral is calculated by the mutation formula (6).
Real-coded genetic algorithms with new mutation operators
Three new genetic algorithms (NGA) can be obtained by using one of three novel mutation operators above, the main search steps of NGA are as follows:
Step1 create randomly the initial population including individuals.
N
Step2 calculate fitness , 1, 2,..., Step3 implement elitist strategy, i.e., reserve best individuals in proper proportion; only one best individual is reserved for every generation in latter experiment.
Step4 reproduction is operated by roulette wheel, the reproduction probability of the individual 
Where specifies the reproduction probability of individual
Step5 let be the crossover probability, crossover operation is processed according to following step:
NP ]pair of parents randomly; for every pair of selected parent, use two-point crossover to produce two new individuals by linear combination; replace parents by new offspring.
Step6 mutation operation is realized by one of three new mutation operators proposed above.
Step7 if the stopping criterion is satisfied, go to Step8; else go to Step2.
Step8 output the best individual.
Experimental verification
Test functions
In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed new algorithms in aspect of the global search capability and the convergence rate, the CGA and new algorithms with three new mutation operators are implemented. Four functions were chosen from the set of 23 benchmark functions [13] and re-numbered as to , in which function and are typical unimodal functions; and are multimodal functions. These functions are challenging to every search algorithm. The definitions of these functions are depicted in Table 1 . 
Test results
The experimental environment is Visual C++, and the computational results of to are demonstrated in Table 2 . The number of iteration for every algorithm is 5000, the size of population is 100, the reproduction probability is 0.2, the mutation probability is 0.2, and the crossover probability is 0.6. Where NGA1, NGA2, NGA3 are Genetic Algorithms by using respectively one of three new mutation operators proposed above in this paper. 
Conclusions and further study
Three real-coded GA with new mutation operators are proposed in this paper. No matter what both unimodal and multimodal functions, the proposed NGA can obtain better result. With the different test functions, how to choose the appropriate mutation operator and the value of σ will be discussed in future work. 
